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Untranslatable words 

• Here are some 
examples from other 
languages: video (and 
lists compiled by others, 
such as here and here) 

• Any in Hungarian or 
English? 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPHJp25u7Tw
http://matadornetwork.com/abroad/20-awesomely-untranslatable-words-from-around-the-world/21/http://matadornetwork.com/abroad/20-awesomely-untranslatable-words-from-around-the-world/21/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7POrq1aMch0


Untranslatability 

• 2 types 

– Linguistic—no lexical substitute, but with some 
restructuring can be translated  

– Cultural—absence of a relevant situational feature  

•  Some abstract concepts may be 
“international,” such as the word democracy 
(Bassnett, p. 40) 

–  Do you agree?  

– Concepts must be based in cultural context 
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• It is “the task of the translator to find a solution 
to even the most daunting of problems” 
(Bessnett, p. 44) 

– Sometimes intuitively… 

• We will look at two examples where such 
challenges may appear 

– Proverbs 

– Translation of movies with cultural elements 
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Proverbs (HU->ENG) 

Do your best and try to translate these: 

•Lassan járj, tovább érsz! 

•Aki kíváncsi, hamar megöregszik.  

• Sok hűhó semmiért.  

•Hiszem, ha látom.  

•Ne tegyél fel mindent egy lapra. 

•Aki másnak vermet ás, maga esik bele.  
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Let’s check your answers 

Lassan járj, tovább érsz 

Aki kíváncsi, hamar 
megöregszik.  

Sok hűhó semmiért.  

Hiszem, ha látom.  

Ne tegyél fel mindent egy 
lapra.  

Aki másnak vermet ás, 
maga esik bele.  

 

 

Haste makes waste 

Curiosity killed the cat.  

 

Much cry, little wool.  

Seeing is believing.  

Don’t put all your eggs in 
one basket.  

Don’t fall into your own 
trap.  
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Cultural references in films 

• Certain cultural references and accents may be 
part of “untranslatable” aspects of text 

• Cronin discusses the film Borat in his article (I 
also asked you to watch the movie at home) 

– What kind of humor does the movie represent? 

– Did you find it funny? 

– Does it need to be altered for non-American 
audience? 
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Case study: Borat 

• Let’s discuss the plot and its cultural context 
(US) and some possible translation: 

– rodeo in Salem, Virginia  

– The feminist circle 

– Search for Pamela Anderson  

– Slang in the movie 

– African American slang 
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Borat as the character 

• Borat, as the main character, has certain 
characteristics that may not be equally 
amusing to non-American audiences 

– What are they? 

– Would you change the character? 

– Would you change the jokes? 
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Practice 

• I will show you excerpts from the movie and 
you will  

– first translate independently 

– then you can discuss in groups 

– and finally we will have a class discussion 
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 Homework 

• Next class we will deal with ethics and translation 
with two case studies 

– Conflict and translation (and the ethics involved) 

– Medical translation/interpretation (and the ethics, as 
well as responsibilities involved) 

• There will be readings and resources—the 
resources are for you to glance through and use 
in the future if needed, there is no need to read 
all of those documents! 
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  • Readings 
– Francis R. Jones. (2004). “Ethics, Aesthetics and Decision: 

Literary Translating in the Wars of the Yugoslav Succession” 
Meta: Translators' Journal 49 (4): 711–728. 

– Mona Baker and Carol Maier. (2011). “Ethics in Interpreter & 
Translator Training: Critical Perspectives” The Interpreter and 
Translator Trainer 5(1): 1-14.   

• Resources 
– A national code of ethics for interpreters in health care 

(http://www.ncihc.org/assets/documents/publications/NCIHC%
20National%20Code%20of%20Ethics.pdf) 

– National standards of practice for interpreters in health care 
(http://www.ncihc.org/assets/documents/publications/NCIHC%
20National%20Standards%20of%20Practice.pdf) 
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